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 ; previous software version, ; type of license, ; software version, ; Product Compatibility, ; SoMachine V3.1 or higher.
Hardware : Compatible list : Compatible list Product compatibility : Compatible list : Compatible list SoMachine V3.1 or

higher. Manuals and Downloads : Amplifier descriptions PCM/DAC products Here are some amplifier descriptions, followed
by a rating in dB. These are just my personal impressions and ratings, no official ones are given. Rating 4.0 (4 stars) I purchased

this amplifier around 3 months ago, and now have used it about 30 times. I like the sound quality of the amplifier very much.
The bass and mid range is really detailed, and the treble is also extended, while maintaining the neutral tone of the system. The
balanced output has the same quality as the single channel output. I have used this amplifier with a pair of Saga/EBIS LSV100 /

400V and a pair of ULS/LSV150 / 200V. I had used the ULS/LSV150 / 200V pair before using the current main amplifier
(another Saga/EBIS). The amplifier is very powerful and when using a pair of ULS/LSV150 / 200V it will push some speakers

to 1.0m or 1.5m. For instance, I used the Saga/EBIS LSV100 / 400V pair and connected the AMP to the tweeter. At these
distances the soundstage and imaging were quite fine. The amplifier has plenty of power and with the ULS/LSV150 / 200V is

able to drive a sealed 5.1 system well. The amplifier also can be driven by a normal (non-amplified) 100 - 500V source, and this
mode will sound quite similar to the internal power amp. The upper speaker level can be controlled in this mode. On the

downside, the room size which the amplifier can cover is quite small and that limits the size of speakers which can be connected
to the amplifier. For instance, I have a pair of SVOS/SV-1.5 / 500V which the amplifier can drive at a distance of 0.5m. 5.0 (5

stars) Not just a powerful amp, but also a high quality one! The amplifier has a great power and detail, 82157476af
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